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A B S T R A C T High-cycle fatigue (HCF) failures in aircraft engines are attributed to material damage
states, created during processing or by in-service loading and environmental conditions,
and then propagated to failure by HCF loading. The loading configuration experienced
by aircraft engine turbine blades consists of an axial load caused by the centrifugal
acceleration during rotation combined with the tensile and compressive loads caused
by the natural vibrations of the blades themselves. To simulate these loading conditions
a new testing apparatus was developed that is capable of providing interactive low-cycle
fatigue/high-cycle fatigue (LCF/HCF) loading, in ratios (of magnitude and frequency)
that give a realistic simulation of the actual flight loads experienced by engine
components. This testing apparatus is based on a HCF cell operating at 20 kHz. The
cell can also be integrated to a servo-hydraulic load frame, which provides a second
fatigue cycle. The objective of this study was to demonstrate the capabilities of the
new HCF apparatus via thermographic measurements and by performing LCF/HCF
interaction tests.
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system, where the set is symmetrical about the speci-
I N T R O D U C T I O N

men.7 This arrangement is much more complicated than
the single transducer system because two complete setsThe concept of high-frequency fatigue testing has been

around since the 1920s, however, fatigue testing at of components are needed. It also requires that the
transducers must be exactly in phase or the waves willultrasonic frequencies was just being pioneered in the

1950s by researchers such as Mason1 and Neppiras.2 not superimpose properly. However, the double trans-
ducer system can easily be installed into a load frame toThe problem of designing resonant vibrators for a variety

of applications has been addressed by a number of provide either a static load8 or a second fatigue cycle.
Drossis9 developed an ultrasonic fatigue apparatus andresearchers.3–5 Such applications of ultrasonic resonators

include ultrasonic cleaning, welding, atomization of performed high-cycle fatigue (HCF) experiments super-
imposing a second fatigue cycle onto the HCF cycle.liquids, etc. Different types of transducers can be used

to convert an output voltage to a mechanical vibration. The extensive work of Stanzl et al.10 should also be
mentioned—they studied fatigue crack growth at 20 kHzPiezoelectric and magnetostrictive ultrasonic transducers

have been used in various configurations to provide in various materials including aluminium alloys under-
going environmental degradation—as well as the worklongitudinal,2 flexural,6 torsional, or transverse loads.

The transducer–specimen arrangement with one end of of Bathias et al.,11–14 who calculated the stress intensity
factor for ultrasonic fatigue tests, which are displacementthe specimen vibrating freely (known as the single trans-

ducer system) is the simplest ultrasonic fatigue set-up, controlled. Finally, the chapter on ultrasonic fatigue in
the ASME Handbook15 contains a nice review of thebut it has serious limitations as it operates at null mean

load. A variation of this set-up is the double transducer history and the various devices used in ultrasonic fatigue.
The ultrasonic fatigue apparatus presented in this

article uses the single transducer concept while overcom-Correspondence: T. E. Matikas, Greek Atomic Energy Commission,
ing the limitations arising from the free vibrations of thePO Box 60092, 15310 Agia Paraskevi Attikis, Athens, Greece.

E-mail: matikas@otenet.gr sample allowing interaction of the HCF cycle with a
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second fatigue cycle. The HCF cell is based on an 20 kHz. The converter also has an air inlet nozzle for
cooling air to avoid heating when the unit is used forultrasonic vibrating source used to apply compressional

waves to the specimen. For the specimen to resonate at long durations. The high-frequency and high-amplitude
mechanical vibrations are further amplified through aultrasonic frequencies, the specimen length must be such

that a standing displacement wave is formed along its mechanical amplifier (booster horn) and then propagated
to the sample. The booster horn has a resonance fre-length.16 The displacement wave in turn causes a strain

wave that loads the specimen. The apparatus operates at quency of 20 kHz. The horn also has a threaded end
where the test specimen is attached. As in the case of a20 kHz, although frequencies in the range of 10–40 kHz

could be used for HCF testing. There are advantages cyclic loading device, the above instrument elongates
and contracts the sample in the direction of the propagat-for using this frequency range in ultrasonic fatigue as:

(i) frequencies greater than 18 kHz are above the audible ing direction of mechanical vibrations. The rate of
elongation and contraction of the sample is at therange for humans; and (ii) since the resonant length of

the specimen is inversely proportional to the frequency frequency of the mechanical vibrations. Adjusting the
power of the amplifier can control the strain in thethere is a finite limit on the upper testing frequency that

can be used. The 10–40 kHz range coincides with a sample. An arrangement has been developed to hold
the sample and to place the assembly in the grips of aspecimen resonance length of approximately 5 to 15 cm

for most metals. conventional fatigue machine for producing low-cycle
fatigue loading. The design of the LCF/HCF systemThe ultrasonic fatigue testing system described in this

paper has the following capabilities. First, the ultrasonic prevents the gripping of the HCF cell from affecting
the high-frequency vibrations introduced into thefatigue frame enables, in addition to the tensile stress,

compressive stresses to be applied during low-cycle sample. To achieve this, the HCF cell is clamped at the
nodal position of the standing wave (negligible longitudi-fatigue (LCF), which gives the flexibility of performing

interaction tests with many different R ratios. Second, nal displacement), which corresponds to the middle area
of the mechanical amplifier. The booster horn wasthe apparatus allows for the testing of specimens

designed with a symmetric geometry. Preserving the designed to have a wider cross-sectional area than at the
two ends so it could be clamped to a fixed frame at thisgeometrical symmetry of the sample is essential for

obtaining the desirable distribution of stresses and dis- point. A second horn (end horn) was designed to
be placed on the other end of the specimen. A specialplacements along the axis of the specimen (with maxi-

mum stress at the centre of the specimen) undergoing set of saddle harnesses was also manufactured to
support the horns at their nodal points and allow theultrasonic fatigue. For this reason, the samples used in

this work were designed with threaded extensions in entire assembly to be placed in a servo-hydraulic load
frame.both sides. In the literature this is not always the case.

For example, in Drossis’ work,9 the samples used were To enable HCF/LCF interaction experiments using
various testing configurations, the power supply of thedesigned with a threaded extension in one side and a

threaded hole at the other side. Finally, new hardware HCF cell was connected to the digital controller of the
MTS (MTS Systems Corp., MN 55344-2290, USA)and software were developed to establish communication

between the LCF machine and the HCF power supply, fatigue machine (Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 2, the HCF
power supply is connected to the LCF digital controllerso that various test configurations simulating realistic

testing conditions, and not just a simple superposition via a start cable connector, denoted by J6 in the figure.
This is a 9-V DSUB male connector in which pin 6 is theof LCF and HCF stresses, were possible.
+24 V DC source and the pin 2 is the +24 V return.
The LCF controller is then connected to a computer

L C F / H C F I N T E R A C T I O N S T U D I E S
via an AT 6450 A/D converter. Special cables were
manufactured as follows: the digital output connector ofExperimental set-up
the LCF controller (denoted as DO in the figure) is a
15p DSUB male connector. Pin 1 is DO1 (+), pin 2 isA HCF cell has been designed to operate at 20 kHz.

The HCF cell is attached to a servo-hydraulic fatigue used for the return DO1 RET (−), pin 3 is DO2 (+),
and pin 4 is used for the return DO2 RET (−). Similarly,machine operating up to 100 Hz. A schematic of the

experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. An electrical the digital input connector of the LCF controller
(denoted as DI in the figure) is a 15p DSUB malesinusoidal signal of around 20 kHz in frequency is fed

to a power amplifier. The amplified electrical signal is connector. Pin 1 is DI1 (+), pin 2 is used for the return
DI1 RET (−), and pins 3 and 4 are short circuited.converted into mechanical vibrations using two piezo-

electric crystals (converter unit). The converter has been Software was also developed for the automation of the
interaction between the HCF and LCF machines. Thespecially designed to have a resonance frequency of
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental set-up showing (a) the high-cycle fatigue (HCF) cell placed in a servo-hydraulic low-cycle fatigue
(LCD) frame, and (b) the HCF cell assembly.

Fig. 2 Hardware developed to enable
HCF/LCF interaction experiments using
various testing configurations.

schematic of the HCF/LCF interaction procedure is configuration. The LCF machine first performs a low
cycle, while the HCF power supply remains off, followedshown in Fig. 3. In this way, various testing configur-

ations are enabled with the new HCF machine. This is by a dwell of certain duration, while the HCF power
supply is operating. This dwell represents the meana clear advantage in comparison with other existing

ultrasonic fatigue machines, which allow only for a stress level for the HCF cycles. The whole procedure
is repeated (loop) to simulate a realistic HCF/LCFsimultaneous superposition of LCF and HCF stresses.

Next, an example is given illustrating one such testing interaction test.
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Fig. 3 Automation of ultrasonic fatigue
experiments.

paper. During this cycle (basic unit) the HCF load wasTest procedure
applied continuously. On two of the tests a triangular
waveform was used as the LCF load, consisting of aTo evaluate the newly developed HCF cell operating at

20 kHz, HCF/LCF interaction tests were performed. 0.25 s ramp-up followed by a 0.25 s ramp-down.
As there are not yet any approved standards pertainingAs, contrary to conventional fatigue testing, there are

not yet any testing standards for performing ultrasonic to ultrasonic fatigue, the HCF test procedure was devel-
oped as familiarity was gained with the equipment. Duringfatigue, it was chosen to use stress levels and testing

frequencies similar to those used by Drossis.9 In order the fatigue test, the strain was monitored using strain
gauges. A strain gauge (Micro Measurements [part ofto compare the results, the LCF trapezoidal wave fre-

quency was kept constant for all tests. This wave con- Vishag Measurements Group, Inc, NC 27611, USA]
CEA-06-062AQ-350) was fixed directly to the centre ofsisted of a 0.25 s ramp-up followed by a 5.5 s dwell and

a 0.25 s ramp-down, giving an overall cycle period of the specimen. This strain gauge is small (4.7 mm–7.7 mm)
and has almost zero mass so it does not affect the6 s, as shown in Fig. 4. This overall cycle will be referred

to as the ‘basic unit’ in the following sections of this vibrational characteristics of the system. A second similar

Fig. 4 LCF/HCF test configuration
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strain gauge was placed on the end horn. The ratio of the ment was left running until the test was completed.
There are several ways to vary the applied HCF stressstrain measured by the two strain gauges (at the centre of

the sample and at the end horn) is constant and depends on the specimen, by: (i) choosing a specific specimen
geometry; (ii) varying the power percentage of the HCFonly on the specimen geometry. A calibration procedure,

similar to the one used in Drossis,9 was performed for electronics; and (iii) choosing a particular booster horn.
For a specimen geometry of type B, when the power isdifferent specimen geometry to determine the strain ratios

at the two locations. By using this ratio, only a single strain set at 50% and using a booster horn 1 : 2, the applied
HCF stress at the centre of the specimen wasgauge placed on the end horn is needed for monitoring

the strain at the centre of the Ti–6Al–4V specimen. around±140 MPa. It is estimated that HCF stresses of
around 200 MPa could easily be achieved by choosingFigure 5 shows the calibration of the strain measurement

for two different specimen geometries. One, denoted as the appropriate experimental parameters.
An important finding during preliminary ultrasonictype A, had the following geometry: D1=4 mm, D3=

10 mm, L1=5 mm, L2=30 mm, L3=3.15 mm, reson- fatigue experiments was that the strain at the centre of
the specimen could not be maintained constant through-ance length=76.3 mm (see Fig. 6), the other, denoted as

type B, had the following geometry: D1=4 mm, D3= out the test. This means that the ultrasonic fatigue
testing was not performed at a constant strain (or at a12 mm, L1=3 mm, L2=15 mm, L3=12.73 mm, reson-

ance length=61.46 mm (see Fig. 6). For Ti–6Al–4V, the constant stress). A basic assumption of any meaningful
fatigue test is that the experiment is performed atYoung’s modulus is E=116 MPa and the yield stress is

sy=925 MPa. The diameter at the gauge section for both constant strain (or stress). It is therefore important for
an ultrasonic fatigue testing system to operate at constantspecimens was 4 mm. As can be observed from Fig. 5, the

ratio Re=especimen/ehorn is constant for each specimen strain or stress, but to achieve this is a major task and
most of the existing ultrasonic fatigue machines do notgeometry. For the specimen of type A, Re=3.6 and for

the specimen of type B, Re=5.2. have that capability. In Drossis’ work9 for example, the
nominal stress level is 69 or 138 MPa, however, in theThe HCF cell was set up as shown in Fig. 1 complete

with the end horn strain gauge connected to a testing procedure this stress level dropped during the
test, but was never adjusted during the experiment.Wheatstone bridge, and the bridge connected to an

oscilloscope for monitoring the strain at the end horn. There are several reasons for the drop of stress levels
during an ultrasonic fatigue experiment. As the fatigueThe LCF and HCF loads were then set and the equip-

Fig. 5 Strain measurement calibration.

Fig. 6 Longitudinal section of dog-bone-
shaped specimen: L1, gauge length; D1,
gauge diameter; L2, transition length; L3,
end length; D3, end diameter.
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test progresses: (i) elongation of the test coupon occurs, cell presented here has manually adjusted power level
capability. For this reason, the strain adjustment wasand can be significant especially if a high-stress, low

cycle, is superimposed to the ultrasonic fatigue loading. made manually. It was arbitrarily chosen to adjust the
strain twice, consistently for all specimens, during theThe elongation does not depend on the temperature and

the plasticity alone. It also depends on the material experiments, at 50 and 100% of the estimated time (or
LCF cycles) observed by Drossis.9 To manually adjustbehaviour. Titanium alloys elongate more than other

materials. (ii) Change in material properties occurs due the strain level, the following procedure was followed.
During the test, the steady-state signal from the strainto substructural changes in the material and fatigue

damage accumulation. (iii) A crack may be initiated in gauge was monitored in the oscilloscope. At 50 and
100% of the estimated time-to-failure of the specimen,the sample and crack growth occurs. The fatigue-related

phenomena described above cause a change of the ‘effec- the voltage of the electric power supply was manually
raised so that the amplitude of the steady-state signaltive resonance length’ of the test coupon (designed to

resonate at a particular frequency—in our case 20 kHz). from the strain gauge attains its original value.
This change in ‘effective resonance length’ during the
ultrasonic fatigue experiment is a function of sample Fatigue results
elongation, substructural changes in the material, and
crack growth. A sample with a particular geometry and Figure 7 shows the fatigue data from Ti–6Al–4V samples

obtained using the HCF cell operating at 20 kHz. Amaterial property is being designed to have a precise
resonance length to resonate at 20 kHz. A change in total of 16 samples were tested. For comparison purposes

all the specimens were machined from the same stock‘effective resonance length’ causes the sample to resonate
in a less effective way, i.e. with lower amplitude than in bar. Different testing conditions were used.
the case of a precise resonance length. Of course, if the
resonance length changes significantly, the specimen will 1 Three tests were performed with±70 MPa HCF

stress combined with a LCF stress. The maximumnot resonate at all. It can be estimated that for such a
cut-off in resonance to occur, a difference of more than stress for these tests was 725 to 862 MPa. Two of the

three tests were run-outs. A run-out of 40 000 low-10% between the actual and the resonance lengths of
the specimen is needed, which is considerably above the frequency cycles (or 4.8×109 high-frequency cycles)

was selected for the tests which included the HCFchanges in ‘effective resonance length’ observed in ultra-
sonic fatigue. A lower resonance amplitude means lower component. The specimen that did fail had the largest

Ds of the group and therefore was the one that wasstrain level at the centre of the sample. To correct for
these changes in ‘effective resonance length’ during expected to fail first.

2 Seven tests combined±140 MPa HCF stress with aultrasonic fatigue and to maintain the strain (or stress)
level during testing, an adjustment of the power level LCF stress. These tests show the severity of the

±140 MPa high-frequency cycles over that ofduring the test is necessary. This concept contradicts
those commonly used in ultrasonic fatigue testing, which ±70 MPa high-frequency cycles, as the fatigue life

was reduced by an order of magnitude.is performed at a constant electrical power. The HCF

Fig. 7 LCF/HCF testing results using the
20 kHz HCF cell. Results were obtained
using the initial parameters of Drossis9 and
by adjusting the strain level twice, at 50 and
100% of lives.
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3 For analysis purposes two of the specimens were load, relative to the number of cycles to failure of each
of the component cycles acting individually. The LDRfatigued at ±140 MPa HCF stress while they were

subjected to a static load. The maximum load and the states that damage from each component of the cycle is
accumulated linearly, and when the sum of the ratio ofDs for these tests were the same as in the case of

the previous tests that combined HCF with LCF component cycles to isolated cycles reaches unity, failure
will occur.18 This is described by the following equationloading.

4 Finally, four tests were performed with pure LCF
load. In two of them the LCF waveform was trap- Failure ocurs when ∑

Ni

Nj
=1 (1)

ezoidal (0.25 s rise time and 0.25 s fall time with 5.5 s
dwell between the rise and fall of the loading). In the where Ni is the number of component cycles to failure
other two the LCF waveform was triangular (0.25 s for interactive load and Nj is the number of cycles to
rise time and 0.25 s fall time). It was observed that failure for isolated load.
eliminating the dwell increased the fatigue life The double linear damage rule (DLDR)9,19 also
several times. assumes that fatigue damage is linearly additive.

However, it goes a step beyond the LDR and separates
As has been explained above, the strain level was the damage into two phases: (i) number of cycles until

adjusted twice, at 50 and 100% of the estimated cycles- crack initiation, and (ii) number of cycles for crack
to-failure observed by Drossis.9 The data in Fig. 7 propagation up to failure. The DLDR is also thought
represent the number of cycles-to-failure obtained after to be more accurate than the LDR. The following
the second strain adjustment. When the strain level was relationships are used to determine the theoretical
adjusted to its initial value, all specimens failed within number of cycles or each phase of crack initiation or
the same LCF cycle (which has a duration of 6 s). propagation.
Therefore, the observed lives of the tested specimens
were found to be equal to those in Ref. [9]. This means Number of basic units for initiation=A∑ ni

NIiB−1

(2)
that if the fatigue experiments were performed at con-
stant strain level, the time-to-failure of the specimens
would be shorter than the times shown in Fig. 7, where Number of basic units for propagation=A∑ ni

NPiB−1

the strain level was not constant. The ‘true fatigue life’
(3)of the samples is actually between 50 and 100% of the

life observed in the experiments. However, given the where
fact that the HCF cycles-to-failure of the commissioning

NIi=Nfi exp(ZNfW)] (4)tests were in the order of 107–108, the results are a good
representation of the order of magnitude of the fatigue NPi=Nfi[1−exp(ZNfW)] (5)
life, and therefore, demonstrate that the newly developed
ultrasonic fatigue machine provides results that are in and ni=number of component cycles per basic unit;

Nf=number of cycles to failure for isolated load;agreement with those found in the literature. In fact, the
objective of this work was exactly to demonstrate that Z=experimentally determined constant (Z=−111.2

for Ti–6Al–4V); and W=experimentally determinedthe HCF cell operates as intended by design, and not to
perform a rigorous study of the fatigue life of the constant (W=−0.523 for Ti–6Al–4V)

From the above relationships, failure is predicted toparticular test coupons.
occur when the number of interactive load basic units is
equal to the sum of the cycles for the crack initiationAnalysis
and the crack propagation phases.

Fatigue tests were performed to isolate the effects ofIn order to demonstrate that the newly developed appar-
atus is effective for performing HCF testing, analysis of the low-frequency component of the stress cycles. From

the results it can be seen that these specimens hadthe data obtained from multilevel cyclic loading was
necessary. A cumulative damage analysis was therefore significantly higher fatigue lives than the specimens

subjected to interactive LCF/HCF loading. Although inperformed to understand more about the fatigue process
and determine the relative damage caused by the various some tests the HCF component of the load accounted

for only between 15 and 19% of the overall loads, thefatigue cycle components.
The linear damage rule (LDR)9,17,18 proposes that fatigue lives of these specimens were at least an order of

magnitude shorter than the lives of specimens where thedamage caused by multilevel loading can be approxi-
mated by summing the ratios of the number of cycles to HCF component was halved. As can be seen from the

results presented in Fig. 7, the HCF component of thefailure of each of the component cycles of the interactive
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interactive load was responsible for most of the damage to the LDR analysis. This observation is illustrated in
Fig. 9. The DLDR analysis also highlighted the fact thatcausing failure. To illustrate this, the LDR and the

DLDR analyses were performed using the test results. the majority of cycles (or basic units), between 99.4 and
99.8%, took place in Phase 1 of the crack growth (crackThe results of these analyses are shown in Figs 8 and 9.

As expected, the results of the DLDR analysis were initiation), whereas relatively few cycles were involved in
Phase 2 (crack propagation).slightly better (closer to 1) than the LDR analysis for most

cases. This is most noticeable as the number of cycles to
failure in each of the two single component tests decreases

H E A T I N G O F T H E S P E C I M E N D U R I N G
(see Fig. 8). No significant difference between the LDR

U L T R A S O N I C F A T I G U E
and DLDR results was observed because of the relatively
large number of cycles to failure for these specimens. The During ultrasonic fatigue the specimen is subjected to

high-frequency, low-amplitude, vibratory stresses. Theselarge error noted in these analyses indicates that there is a
strong interactive effect between the two stress compo- vibratory stresses result in heat dissipation. From the

distribution of stresses along the axis of the specimen itnents that the LDR and DLDR do not take into account,
as the actual failures occurred 26 to 95% earlier than can be observed that maximum stress levels are present

at the centre of the specimen.16 It is therefore naturalpredicted by both estimations. The LDR analysis did
however, confirm the original suspicion that the HCF to expect that the maximum temperature of the specimen

during a HCF test will occur at the centre of thecomponent of the load was the major contributor to the
fatigue failure, as the HCF portions were responsible for specimen. In order to demonstrate that the newly devel-

oped HCF cell is operating properly, this phenomenonbetween 79.9 and 97.8% of the values obtained according

Fig. 8 Linear damage analysis.

Fig. 9 Contribution of LCF and HCF
components to specimen failure.
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Fig. 10 Heating of a Ti–6Al–4V specimen
during high-power ultrasonic loading at
20 kHz.

needs to be verified experimentally. For that reason, the and displacement along their length. This ultrasonic
fatigue cell can also be attached to a servo-hydraulicheating of the specimen during HCF has been measured

using thermography. An IR camera was used to obtain LCF machine to provide a second fatigue cycle. The
appropriate hardware and software have been developedthermographic images of the specimen in situ, during

the HCF test, and the surface temperature gradient was to interface the HCF cell with the LCF machine enabling
interactive LCF/HCF testing to be performed at variouscalculated. Figure 10 shows the surface temperature dis-

tribution during the first 12 s of operation of the HCF loading configurations (different R ratios, DsHCF,
DsLCF, etc.). The results obtained in this study using aapparatus. Figure 10(a) shows that, before the HCF test

at t=0, the temperature on the surface of the dog-bone HCF cell operating at 20 kHz, indicate that the test cell
provides a very stable, reliable, and safe method oftest coupon had a fairly uniform distribution. The initial

temperature on the surface of the specimen was 25.2 °C. performing very-high-frequency fatigue tests on a variety
of materials. Several LCF/HCF interaction studies wereThe temperature on the specimen increased fast as soon

as ultrasonic vibratory stresses were applied on the speci- carried out using the HCF cell attached to an MTS
LCF fatigue machine and linear damage analysis wasmen. Figure 10(b)–10(e) demonstrate this. Figure 10(b)

shows the thermographic image of the specimen used for interpreting the data.
The results of the commissioning test matrix per-obtained at only 3 s after the start of the HCF test. The

surface temperature at the centre of the specimen is now formed on specimens made from a single Ti–6Al–4V
bar stock clearly show the effect of the HCF component31.8 °C, which represents a 26% rise in temperature.

The heat distribution clearly shows that the maximum of the load, in spite of the fact that the HCF component
was only 15–19% of the overall load. The results alsotemperature occurs at the centre of the specimen. The

cross-section plot at the centre of the specimen also indicate that the HCF component of the load was the
major cause of observed damage with the LCF compo-demonstrates this. The thermographic images shown in

Fig. 10(c) (obtained at 6 s), 10(d) (obtained at 9 s), and nent having much less effect. Eliminating the HCF
component completely resulted in increasing the fatigue10(e) (obtained at 12 s) show a consistent large increase

in temperature during the HCF test with a maximum life by at least an order of magnitude. This behaviour
was also supported by DLDR analysis. The LCF/HCFtemperature at the centre of the specimen. The surface

temperature at the centre of the specimen at 12 s of interactive loading caused failures sooner than predicted
by a linear damage law. This indicates that the superim-operation of the HCF apparatus reached 49.6 °C. The

temperature increases in a fairly linear way with time. posed loads interact to cause crack growth at a rate,
which cannot be modelled by simply comparing the
separate components individually. A reason for such an

S U M M A R Y
observation could be that the low-frequency load level
is instrumental in initiating the crack, whereas the high-A loading device, capable to fatigue a dog-bone sample

at very high frequencies was developed. The fatigue frequency load is the main cause of crack growth.
Thermographic monitoring of temperature distri-specimens were designed with a particular geometry and

resonance length, to obtain the desired levels of strain bution on the surface of a test coupon during ultrasonic
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